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THE JUNIOR COLLEGE IN ILLINOIS

Scope of the Report

This report is concerned with the problem of the junior college in

Illinois. Its purpose is to supply information of such kinds and in such ways

as to throw light on a desirable policy in the state respecting junior colleges.

The report is made up of three main parts. The first of those sets forth the

growth of junior colleges from 1900 to 1940, and makes some comparison of the

rate of growth in the state and in the country as a whole. The second part

considers the feasibility of extending the opa ortunities of junior-collc-gc

education to communities and areas not noy; maintaining junior-college work.

The third and final section describes current practices in controlling junior

colleges in the state and elsewhere in the United States. These main parts

are followed by a concluding section which sets down elements of a desirable

policy of encouragement of junior colleges in the state.

Development of Junior Colleges in the State, 1900 to 1940

Numbers of junior colleges .— Reliable information concerning the

early stages of development of a type of institution, educational or other,

is usually difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, the evidence on the development

of junior colleges in Illinois reported here may be assumed to be approximately,

even if not completely, correct. As far as is known, Illinois may be credited

with having established the first junior colleges, both public and private,

the first public institution making its appearance a few years after and the

first private institution not long before 1900. The increase in tho number

of junior colleges may conveniently be shown by reporting the number in

operation in 1900 and at the end of each five-year interval up to and including

1940. The total number of junior colleges in the state may be seen in Table 1

to have increased from one such institution in 1900 to 24 in 1940. The table

does not show tho total number of junior colleges in the current year but it

may be reported that it is larger by only a single institution than in 1940.

This increase mil be erased for 1943 by the discontinuance of one of the public

units. This table shows that private junior colleges increased more rapidly

than public during the first twenty years of the full period but that subsequent-

ly public junior colleges increased more rapidly, so that the total number of

institutions in 1940 was mo.do up equally of thos under public and private

auspices. It is worthy of note that three of the public units (in Chicago)



.
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TABLE 1

NUMBER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES IN OPERATION

IN ILLINOIS, 1900 to 1940

PUBLIC PRIVATE

YEAR
1

TOTAL CHICAGO
OUTSIDE
CHICAGO CHICAGO

1
OUTSIDE
CHICAGO

2
1900 1 1

1905 s'.- 2 1 1

1910 3 1 2

1915 5 1 3

1920 9 1 1 1 6

1925 11 1 3 1 6

1930 15 1 c; 1 8

1935 19 3 5 2 9

1940 24* 6
3

6 2 10

1. Tabulation docs not include Lewis Institute, which began
operation as a junior col logo but subsequently added two
years to become a four-year institution.

2. The year 1900 here signifies tho school year 1899-1900*
The other years in this tablo should bo similarly in-
terpreted.

3.

Includes throe evening junior colleges separate from day-
time junior colleges.
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vere evening junior colleges not maintained in connection with day-time junior

colleges

.

Because the junior college is dominantly regarded as an institution

serving a locrl constituency or community
,

it is desirable to inquire into

tho distribution in the state of these 24 junior colleges. Although further

consideration will be given to geographic distribution at a later point in

thio report, evidence is supplied in the columns of Table 1 which shows tho

number of junior colleges in Chicago and in Illinois outside Chicago in 1940.

The public institutions were equally divided when considered in this way, six

(including the three evening junior colleges) being in Chicago, and six outside

Chicago. The distribution of private institutions is strikingly different,

only two being in Chicago and ten outside. Of the total of twenty-four junior

colleges, eight were in Chicago and sixteen outside#

A better understanding of the growth in numbers of junior colleges

in Illinois may be obtained from the comparison of this growth vdth that in

the country as a whole afforded in Table 2. This table does not present

evidonco prior to 1922 for the reason that no reliable information along these

lines is at hand for the United States as a whole. Moreover, the first two

year-points, for which evidence is at hand, are irregularly spaced because

reliable information is not available for 1920 o.nd 1925. The total number of

junior colleges in the United States is seen to have increased from 207 to

575 in the eighteen-year span from 1922 to 1940 while the number in Illinois

was increasing from five to twenty-four. These numbers in Illinois were 2.4

percent of all such institutions in 1922 and increased to 4#2 percent, which

seems like a rather flattering gain in the state as compared vdth the country

as a whole, unless one keeps in mind that counted among the junior colleges

m Illinois in 1940 are the three evening junior colleges in Chicago. If these

arc subtracted, the percentage which junior colleges in Illinois wore of

similar institutions in the United States drops to 3.7 percent, a figure which

indicates little gain between 1935 to 1940 and, therefore, only a slight gain

in the country as whole from 1927 to 1940. At the same time it may bo. said

that, taking both public and private junior colleges into account, from 1927

on the increase in Illinois slightly more than kept pace vdth that in tho

nation at large.

When the separate columns in Table 2 relating to public and private

junior colleges are examined, it will be seen that the gain in Illinois for all

junior colleges is largely attributable to the increase in public junior
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TABLE 2

NUMBER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES IN OPERATION IN

CERTAIN YEARS IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN ILLINOIS, AND

THE PERCENTAGES WHICH JUNIOR COLLEGES IN ILLINOIS

HERE OF THE NUMBER IN THE UNITED STATES

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE

YEAR U.S.
ILLI-
NOIS

PER-
CENT U.S.

ILLI-

NOIS
PER-
CENT U.S.

ILLI-
NOIS

1

Eh

0
0

Ph

o

11

1922 207 5 2.4 70 2 2.9 137 3 2.2

1927 325 11 3.4 136 4 2.9 189 7 3.7

1930 436 15 3.4 178 6 3.4 258 9 3.5

1935 526 19 3.6 223 8 3.6 303 11 3.6

1940 575 24 4.2 258 12 4.7 317 12 3.8
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colleges, as the percentage for private junior colleges was very little larger

in 1940 then in 1927.

Enrollment in junior colleges .-- Enrollment is in important respects

a better measure than number of institutions of the growth of junior colleges.

Facts covering the enrollment in the junior colleges in Illinois are to be

found in Table 3, which reports enrollments of full-time students by five-year

intervals from 1900 to 1940. The total enrollments in both public and private

are seen to have risen during the forty-year span from only tv/enty-one students

to 12,545 students. All but 817 of this final total was piled up during the

latter half of the period-- a fact in harmony with the relatively rapid in-

crease in numbers of institutions during the same interval. Comparison of the

figures in the various columns of the table discloses certain other significant

facts: (l) by 1940 the public junior colleges had outdistanced private junior

colleges, accounting for approximately five-sixths of the total enrollment;

and (2) although by 1940 the enrollment in public institutions outside Chicago

was nearing two thousand, that in public junior colleges in Chicago was more

than four times this number.

Comparisons of figures on total enrollments (including both full-

time and part-time students ) in the public junior colleges in Illinois with

the total enrollments in all junior colleges throughout the country at certain

year-points beginning with 1922 are afforded by Table 4. The explanation of

the years listed in the table is the same as for Table 2; reliable evidence

is not available for years prior to 1922 and is available for the years 1922

and 1927 only before 1950. The figures for total enrollments in Illinois in

this table arc naturally somewhat larger than the enrollments of full-time

students reported in Table 3.

Examination of tho first column of percentages in Tabic 4, those

for total enrollments in all junior colleges in Illinois, finds them to bo for

tho respective year-points indicated, 8.4, 12.0, 9.9, 8.1, and 9.7. Tho first

impression from this sequence of percentages is one of irregular fluctuation.

However, the percentages for 1927, 1930, and 1935 (the three middle figures)

indicate a rather consistent decline. This decline would have been continued

for 1940, had it not been for tho establishment of tho three evening junior

colleges in Chicago in the interval between 1935 and 1940. All students in

these evening junior colleges, 5,150 in number in 1940, were, of course, part-

time students. Subtracting them from the total of 19,063 enrolled in all
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TABLE 3

NUMBER OF FULL-TIME STUDENT! ENROLLED IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
JUNIOR COl LEGES IN ILLINOIS, 1900 to 1940

YEAR TOTAL

PUBLIC PRIVATE
i

CHICAGO'S

OUTSIDE
CHICAGC7 CHICAGO

2
OUTSIDE
CHICAGO

1900 21

1

21

1905 30 i

1

30

1910 61 ! 61

1915 256 181 75

1920 817
j

463 82 12 260

1925 2,433 1,699 275 80 379

1930 7,072 5,497 785 169 621

1935 8,332 5,296 1,624 690 722

1940 1215459 8,516

!

1,963 978 1,088

1. No records until 1920 for ono small public junior college
organized in 1902.

2. Not including Lewis Institute, which began operation as a
junior collego but subcqucntly added two years to become
a four-year institution.
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Illinois junior colleges in 1940, would leave 13,913 students, who would bo

7.1 percent of the total enrollment in that year in junior colleges of the

United States. This percentage would extend the decline represented in the

sequence of 12.0, 9.9, and 8.1 reported for 1927, 1930, and 1935. This pro-

cedure may not bo entirely fair to the development in Illinois, in view of the

fact that the total enrollments reported for the United States include part-

time (including evening) students. The proportion of those is not known but

such evidence as is available indicates that it represents far from such a

proportion as is the evening junior-college enrollment in Chicago of the total

enrollment in Illinois.

Conclusions from the evidence in the columns in this table relating

to enrollments in junior colleges in Chicago and in Illinois outside Chicago,

for the most part, bear out those that might be drawn from evidence for the

state as a whole just considered. There is a rather consistent decline in

percentages for Chicago from 1927 to 1935, which would again be extended if the

enrollments in the evening junior colleges wore subtracted from the total for

1940. The decline for Illinois outside Chicago is not quite so consistent
V

but finds the proportion in 1940 smaller by almost a third of what it was in

1927. The general conclusion is that the proportions have not been holding

their own and that the development of junior colleges in Illinois has not

kept pace with the development in the country as a whole.

Some special interest may attach to the question of whether this

failure of the development in Illinois to keep pace with that in the United

States is attributable to public or to private junior colleges. Although the

answer may bo in part inferred from the numbericnl dominance, as concorns

enrollment, of public junior colleges, further analysis seems desirable.

Tables 5 and 6 have been devised to supply some answer to this question. In

Table 5 arc presented the percentages which enrollments in public junior

colleges have been of enrollments in all public junior colleges in the United

States. These percentages for Chicago show a rather consistent decline from

1927 to 1935 - a decline that would be in part extended to 1940 by subtracting

the enrollments in the threo public evening junior colleges, as suggested in

previous interpretations. The slow development of public junior colleges out-

side Chicago appears also to have contributed to the lag, as the sequence of

percentages discloses c. decline except for the interval from 1930 to 1935.

Vvhilc the percentages for all year-points were greater for Chicago than for
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TABLE 4

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN CERTAIN YEARS IN JUNIOR COLLEC-ES OP THE UNITED ST.'.TES

END IN ALL JUNIOR COLLEGES IN ILLINOIS, IN CHICAGO, AND IN ILLINOIS
OUTSIDE CHICAGO, AND THE PERCENTAGES TiHICH THESE ENROLLMENTS IN

ILLINOIS HERE OF THE ENROLLMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES

YEAR
TOTAL ILLINOIS CHIC,,G0 OUTSIDE CHICAGO

ENROLLMENT
IN U.S.

TOTAL
ENROLLMENT

PER-
CENT

TOTAL
ENROLLMENT

PER-
CENT

TOTAL
ENROLLMENT

1

S-i

w

R

1
Ph

o

j}

1

1922 16,031 1,345 •
CO 886 5.5 459 2.9

1927 35,630 4,277 12.0 3,332 9.4 945 2.7

1930 74,088 7,312 9.9 5 , 666 7.6 1,646 2.2

1935 110,118 8,888
i

—l•
CO 6,192 5.6 2,696 2.4

1940 196,710 19,06s
1

9.7 15,29s
1

7.8 3,770 CD
©

1

—1

1. al total of 5,150 students were in this year enrolled in three evening
junior colleges in Chicago*
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Illinois outside Chicago, the rate of lag also appears to be greater for

Chicago. From Table 6, which compares the enrollments in private junior

colleges in Illinois with enrollments in similar institutions in the United

States, it may be inferred that v.ith respect to these enrollments private

junior colleges in Illinois appear to have been holding their own.

A significant indication of the relative development of the junior

college in Illinois is afforded by comparison of the proportion which the total

population of Illinois is of the population of continental United States. The

population of Illinois in 1940 (7,897.241) was 6.0 percent of the population

of the United States (131,669,275) in the same year. The portions of the

6.0 percent in Chicago and in Illinois outside Chicago were, respectively,

2.6 percent and 3.4 percent. Table 4, already examined in this report, in-

dicates that the percentage which the total enrollment in Illinois junior

colleges was of that in all the country's junior colleges in 194.0 as 9.7.

This is larger than the percentage of the nation’s population in the same

year. "When the enrollment of 5,150 students in the three evening junior

colleges is subtracted from the total enrollment in Illinois, the percentage

is still 7.1, which places the proportion a little higher than the proportion

Illinois' population is of the population of the country. The same table

shows the percentage for junior colleges in Chicago to have been 7.8, which

is three times the percentage which Chicago’s population is of that of the

United States. Even when the enrollment in the evening junior colleges is

subtracted, the percentage for Chicago stands at 5.2, which is twice the

proportion Chicago's population is of that of the United States. It is when

comparison is mado of the percentages of the enrollment in the junior colleges

of Illinois outside Chicago with the pcrcontage the population of that portion

of the state is of the nation's population that a noteworthy contrast emerges.

Those two percentages are respectively, 3.4 and 1.9, representing a contrast

notably unc omplimontary to the development of junior colleges in Illinois out-

side Chicago.

Distribution by classes, graduation, and transfer of students. —

To be adequate an investigation of the development of the junior colleges in

any state should include inquiry into the distribution of the students by

classes, or years; the number of graduates and the number of transfers to

higher institutions in each year; and the percentages the graduates and

transfers were of the total number of students entering the junior colleges.
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TABLE 5

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN CERT. IN YEARS IN PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGES OF
THE UNITED STATES AND IN THE PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGES OF CHI-
CAGO AND OUTSIDE CHICAGO, AND THE PERCENTAGES LTilCH THE
ENROLLMENTS IN PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGES IN CHICAGO AND IN
ILLINOIS OUTSIDE CHICAGO HERE OF TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN

THE UNITED STATES

YEAR

TOTAL
ENROLLMENT
IN U.S.

CHICAGO OUTSIDE c:IICAGO
TOTAL

ENROLLMENT
PER-
CENT

TOTAL
ENROLLMENT

PER-
CENT

1922 8,349 846 10.1 139 1.7

1927 20,145 3,210 15.9 487 2.4

1930 45,021 5,497 12.2 982 2.2

1935 77,111 5,296 6.9 1,852 2.4

1940 140,545
,

13,813 9.0 2,459 1.7

TABLE 6

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN CERTAIN YEARS IN PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES OF
THE UNITED STI.TES AND IN PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES IN ILLINOIS,
AND THE PERCENTAGES LHICH THE ENROLLMENTS IN PRIVATE JUNIOR
COLLEGES IN ILLINOIS HERE OF TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN THE

UNITED STATES

YEAR

total
ENROLLMENT
IN U.S.

ILLINOIS
TOTAL

ENROLLMENT
PER-

CENT

1922 7,682 360 4.1

1927 15,485 580 3.7

1930 29,067 833 2.9

1935 33,007 1,740 5.3

1940 56,165 2,791 5.0
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At its best, such an inquiry would be in the nature of a follow-up study of

entering students and, if fully adequate, would include groups of entering

students, say in 1920 and at five-year or ten-year intervals up to the

present. A complete inquiry of this type was out of the question for the

investigation reported here because of the time required to make it and the

short periods of existence of most of the junior colleges represented. For

this portion of the investigation it has been necessary to rely on such in-

formation as was readily available in the offices of the junior colleges.

It is easy to understand that these offices would vary in the extent of

systematic effort to keep the evidence needed on file. Although no fully

adequate inquiry into this aspect of development was possible, certain types

of information are at hand for a number of junior colleges and yield consider-

able significance for the investigation.

While a follow-up study was not found feasible, data concerning

enrollments in first and second years and number of graduates are available

for two or more ytjars in thirteen junior colleges, eight public and five

private, and these data have been assembled in Table 7. The spans of years

represented are consecutive years with the year 1939-40 always the concluding

year. In interpreting this table it should be kept in mind that the figures

arc not the outcome of an actual follow-up of individual students through the

junior colleges to graduation. They are instead the result of adding the en-

rollments in each class for two or more years and of graduates for identical

years in given junior colleges, and then computing the percentages which the

second-year enrollments and graduates are of the first-year enrollments.

Thus, for the public junior colleges in Chicago these figures on enrollments

and graduates were at hand for two junior colleges for five years and for one

junior college for three years. The total of first-year enrollments compiled

in this way was 17,073. For the same years the second-year enrollment was

10,735, which is 62.3 per cent of the first-year enrollments. The total

»

number of graduates in thos years was 3,955, which 23.2 per cent of the first-

year enrollment.

The use of figures for several years should afford assurance that

these percentages are not far from the percentages that would result from the

actual follow-up of individual students. The conclusion from the evidence on

tlis assumption is that about three-fifths of the students of the Chicago

junior colleges continued into the second year and about a fourth of them were

graduated. In the public junior colleges in Illinois outside Chicago a slightly
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TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION BY YEARS OF STUDENTS, AND NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES

OF GRADUATES FOR CERTAIN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE JUNIOR
COLLEGES IN ILLINOIS

SECOND YEAR GRADUATES
GROUP OF
INSTITUTIONS

FIRST
YEAR

NUM-
BER

PER-
CENT

NUM-
BER

PER-
CENT

PUBLIC
CHICAGO
2 junior collcgos for

5 years and one junior
college for 3 years

17,073 10,735 62.3 3,955 23.2

OUTSIDE CHICAGO

5 junior colleges
for 7 years

6,774 3,875 57.2 3,102 45.8

ALL PUBLIC

5 junior colleges for

7 years, 2 for 5 years,
and one for 3 years

23,847 14,610 61.3 7,057 29.6

PRIVATE

2 junior colleges for

7 years, 2 for 6 years,
and one for 2 years

2,111 1,149 54.4 1,001 47.4

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
13 junior colleges
with number of years
as abovd

2.5,958 15,759 60.7 8,058 31.0
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smaller proportion continued into the second year, while a nuch larger pro-

portion, approaching a half of all, were graduated. The proportions for the

private junior colleges do not differ greatly from those for the public junior

colleges outside Chicago. For all the junior colleges, both public and private,

represented in this compilation, the proportions continuing into the second

year and graduating were, respectively, about throe-fifths and one-third.

Information concerning the continuance of graduates of junior

colleges in higher institutions is more scattered and, therefore, less re-

liable than concerning continuance in and graduation from junior colleges

themselves. Figures for a total of 651 graduates of three public junior

colleges outside Chicago show that 349, or 53.6 percent, transferred to higher

institutions. These transfers wore 28.4 percent of the first-year students

in the same junior colleges during the same school years. Of 1,001 graduates

of five private junior collegos, 438, or 47.4 percent, transferred to higher

institutions. These transfers represent 20.7 percent of the 2,111 students

enrolled in the first-year of these junior colleges. Data concerning the

number of graduates transferring to higher institutions from the throe Chicago

public junior colleges are not directly available. However, for all three

the number for whom transcripts of record were sent to higher institutions is

known, and the percentage this was of the graduates for the years 1936 to

1940, inclusivo, is 60.7 percent, Eccause, for one of the junior colleges,

it is known that the proportion of graduates for whom transcripts are sent

to higher institutions and who subsequently enter those institutions is about

a half, it may be assumed that something like half the graduates, or approxi-

mately 30 percent, actually continued in a higher institution. Also, since

in Table 7 it is indicated that the proportion which graduates wero of the

first-year enrollment wes about a fourth, it appears that the proportion of

first-yoar students continuing in higher institutions following graduation

from those junior colleges is hardly more than an eighth. This proportion is

considerably smaller than for the public junior colleges outside Chicago and

for the private junior colleges, as just reported. In all probability the

smaller proportion has its explanation in the fact, not to be elaborated here,

that the curriculum offering in the Chicago junior colleges is more largely

set up, both in its general and its occupational phases, out of regard for

terminal values; that is, to meet the needs of students who will not continue

beyond the junior-college level. Stated conversely, one might say that the

curriculum offering in the other junior colleges is set up more largely than
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in the Chicago junior colleges as preparation for higher institutions.

Some junior-college students transfer to higher institutions before

graduation from the junior college. The number and proportion of such students

for the junior colleges of Illinois are not known. The proportion cannot,

however, be notably different for Illinois than for the country as a whole.

Evidence concerning the distribution of students by classes, graduation, and

transfer of students to higher institutions in junior colleges throughout the

country is next to bo reported, for purposes of comparison with the correspond-

ing situation in Illinois ; and, in passing, reference will be made to the

proportion of students transferring to higher institutions before graduation

from the junior college.

1

The study on a national scale is one reported by Eells. The

evidence was supplied by 392 junior colleges, 190 of them public and 202

private. The percentages derived for the two groups of institutions arc

quoted in Table 8. It may be scon in this table that the proportion of

Freshman students in 1937-38 in all institutions represented who became

Sophomores was about throe-fifths, and that about two-fifths of all were

graduated. Only a fifth of these Freshmen continued their formal education--

"transferred to higher institutions," in the phraseology used in this report

on the situation in Illinois. The students transferring were about half of

those graduating. Differences between public rnd private institutions as

disclosed by the table arc for the most part minor, although not negligible,

leading the author to conclude that "both types of institutions arc markedly

and prevailingly terminal for the groat share of their students." Because

the proportions previously reported for junior colleges in Illinois are at

no point notably different, the conclusion is fully as applicable to this

state as to junior colleges in the country as a whole.

Taking account of the transfers to higher institutions before

graduation from the junior college, Eells found that about fifteen of every

100 Freshmen in the junior college wore enrolled in their second year else-

where, ten finished ("graduated" from) the second year elsewhere, and five

"continued their formal education in other higher institutions." These

proportions arc small and do not affect materially the conclusion already

1. Walter Crosby Eells, Why Junior College Terminal Education ? Terminal
Education Monograph No. 3. Washington, D. C.: American Association of
Junior Colleges, 1941. 366 pp. The study is reported on pp. 62-65.
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CONTINUATION OF JUNIOR-COLLEGE STUDENTS

PERCENTAGE OF FRESHMEN PERCENTAGE OF

GROUP

NUMBER OF

FRESHMEN
1937-38

BECOMING
SOPHOMORES
1938-39

GRADUAT-
ING 1939

CONTINUING
FORMAL

EDUCATION

GRADUATES CON-
TINUING FOR-

MAL EDUCATION

All insti-
tutions 57,826 60 40 20 52

Public 40,868 59 34 18 54

Private 16,958 63 51 24 48

1. Portion of Tabic IV, Walter Crosby Eclls, op. cit., p. 62
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drawn concerning the dominantly terminal-educational function of the junior

college, a conclusion which, from evidence previously presented, applies just

as much to junior colleges in Illinois as to junior colleges elsewhere in the

United States. This conclusion has significance for state policy in control

of junior colleges, which should be exercised in the interest of the terminal

education function instead of the function of proparing the student for work

in other higher institutions.

Projecting the Junior College in Dist r

i

cts and Communities

The ratios of junior-college enrollment to high-school enrollment. -

The feasibility of establishing and maintaining a junior college in a given

community is dependent in important part on tho size of enrollment that may

be expected for the junior college. It has been found that one of the most

reliable bases of prediction of tho enrollment in the junior college is the

high-school enrollment. However, it has also been found that the charging

of tuition for attendance in tho junior college, and the amount of the tuition

charge, have a marked influence on tho proportion which tho enrollment of

the junior college is of the high-school enrollment. To indicate the extent

of this influenco, evidence' is presented in Table 9 from an inquiry into the

effect on this proportion in 110 public junior-college situations in sixteen

states of tho Midwest (including Illinois), South, and Far West. In about

half theso situations no tuition, or a small tuition, charge is made of

students attending, and in the remainder an annual tuition charge of $ 50 or

more is charged. The table indicatos that in the ”nor or small tuition”

group, the number of junior colleges, among a total of fifty-three, without

tuition is forty-six, that the range of yearly tuition is from none to $30,

and that the average yearly tuition is $2.70. On tho other hand, in the other

group the number of junior colleges, in a total of fifty-seven, with a tuition

of $100 is nineteen, the range is from $50 to $150, and tho average is $89.65.

In effect, this is a comparison of two groups of junior colleges, in one of

which there is in most instances no charge for tuition and in the other the

average annual tuition charge is not far from $100. The comparison yields a

remarkable influence of tuition charge on the proportion which junior-college

enrollment is of high-school enrollment. Tho actual percentages are 31.6

for the group of junior colleges dominantly without a tuition charge and 12.3

for the group with an average tuition charge not far from $100. Tho former

proportion, approximately one-third of the high-school enrollment, is c„bout

two and one-half times the latter, which is close to an eighth. Examination
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TABLE 9

INFORMATION CONCERNING ANNUAL TUITION CHARGES IN 110 LOCAL

PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGES IN 16 STATES, AND THE PERCENT-

AGES T.'HICH JUNI OR- COLLEGE' ’ENROLLMENT IS OF HIGH-
SCHOOL ENROLL'] :ENT

ITEM OF
INFORMATION

WITH NO
OR SMALL
TUITION

WITH YEARLY"

TUITION OF

$50 OR MORE

Numb or of junior
colleges 53 57

Number vrithout

tuition 46

Nunb or with $100
yearly tuition - 19

Range of annual
tuition 0 to $30 $50 to $150

Average annual
tuition $2 . 70 $89.65

Per cent junior-
college enrollment
is of high- school
enrollment 31.6 12 :S

\
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of the computations for the indivudual junior colleges
,
-which are not re-

produced here, would, of course, disclose wide variation in the percentages

from institution to institution within each group, -with some institutions

within the high-tuition group drawing larger percentages than some within

the non-tuition group. However, the average difference in percentages is so

large that it must be accepted as indicating a profound influence of a tuition

charge on the drawing power of a public junior college. The number of insti-

tutions represented is large enough to warrant using the proportions in

predicting the approximate junior-college enrollment in the districts and

communities of Illinois. The basis of prediction to be used here will be

the fraction of one-third of the high-school enrollment. This fraction is

to be preferred to the one- eighth derived from the typical tuition-charging

situation, on the assumption that the multiplication of junior colleges is

desirable and from the standpoint that an important factor of feasibility of

establishment is size of enrollment. Moreover, this procedure is warranted

by the fact that the junior college is being increasingly regarded as a part

of our basic school systemo which should be made available without tuition

charge to youth, just as elementary- school and high-school education are now

free •

A further consideration in support of assuming a free-tuition

institution in projecting a junior-college plan for the state is the opinion

that the present law authorizing the establishment and maintenance of such

units docs not authorize boards of education in school districts to mako

such a charge for attendance. The law makes no mention of tuition and it is

this silence of the law in a state with a long-established policy of main-

taining a system of free schools that supports the opinion. In this connect-

ion, it is pertinent to quote portions of a letter dated August 14, 1942,

on the subject written by T. A. Reynolds, assistant superintendent of the

Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, who serves as legal

advisor to that office.

"In my opinion the fact that the junior college is a
part of the free public school system precludes the
board from making any tuition charge

"I am, therefore, of the opinion that under existing
laws tuition may not legally be charged to studonts
who are residents of the district in which the junior
college is being maintained. If non-resident students
attend the junior college, of course the tuition chargo
could bo made .
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The minimum enrollment f or a junior college.- The next step in pro-

jecting a program of junior-college development in Illinois is a decision on

the minimum desirable enrollment for a junior college. Opinions and standards

on this question differ widely. Most frequent opinions range from 100 to 200

students. At least two considerations, significantly interrelated, are important

in coming to a decision on the question of minimum enrollment; namely, the in-

fluence of size of enrollment on the cost per student per year and the effect

of small enrollment in restricting the curriculum offering. Small enrollments

tend to raise the cost per student per year to a prohibitive level and, because

of 'the cost of small classes, tend to restrict the range of offering to a point

where the needs of youth cannot be adequately served. Evidence, so far as

available, points to a minimum desirable enrollment of 150 to 200 students.

A working figure not far from the lower point in this range will be applied

in the procedure in projection to bo followed here.

Identifying the districts with high-school enrollments p o inting to

feasibility. - By assuming that the enrollment in a froc public junior college

would be a third of the high-school enrollment, the district that woujd promise

to yield the minimum junior-college enrollment of 150 students would be one

with a high-school enrollment of at least 450.
1

The actual minimum high-

school enrollment followed in the process of identification here has been 400

pupils. The main reason prompting this decision is that of avoiding too great

a conservatism in applying the criterion of 150 junior-college students. It

is possible that districts with 400 high-school pupils would in some instances

draw as many as this minimum. Lowering the high-school enrollment from 450 to

400 adds only eleven to the number of districts in the state that would other-

wise have been included for further consideration.

The total number of districts thus included for consideration is 119.

About 600 districts in the state maintaining high schools are by the criterion

used excluded from consideration. The distribution of the 119 districts by the

size of projected junior-college enrollment is presented in Table 10. This table

may be interpreted as follows; if the basis of prediction may be assumed to bo

somewhere nearly reliable and if well-organized and administered junior colleges

arc established, among these 119 districts there would be eleven with junior-

college enrollments of 133 to 149, seventeen with enrollments of 150 to 174, etc.

For purposes of further consideration these districts are classified in three

|

groups according to size of projected junior-college enrollment. In Group

I
I arc included the twenty-eight districts with projected

1. The high-school enrollment was taken to be the enrollment in 1939-40, in
Grades IX-XII, no matter whether the system is organized on the 8-4 basis
(including 8-year elementary and 4-ycar high school) or had reorganized on

the 6-3-3 basis.
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TABLE 10

DISTRIBUTION BY PROJECTED JUNIOR-COLLEGE ENROLLMENT OF DIS-

TRICTS IN ILLINOIS V. ITU HIGIi-SCNOGL EURO] Li LENTS OF
400 OR FORE

PROJECTED
JUNIOR-COLLEGE
ENROLLMENT

NtJMBEET

OF DIS-
TRICTS

133 - 149 11

150 - 174 17

175 - 199 19

200 - 499 44

500 - 999 17

1000 -1499 7

1500 -1999 2

2000 and over 2

Total 119
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enrollments of 500 &nd'" otfer»- in Group II, the forty-four districts with pro-

jected enrollments of 200 to 499; and in Group III, tho remaining forty-

seven districts with projected enrollments under 200. The three groups may

bo thought of as promising junior colleges of largo, medium and small enroll-

ments, respectively.

Popu lat ions of the di stricts with high-schoo l enrollments of 400 or

more . - For further description of the districts identified as having high-

school enrollments of 400 or more pupils, tho populations in 1940 of the

communities of location of these districts were ascertained. This stop ms

taken because populations have sometimes been used in considering the problem

of establishing junior colleges and because junior-college laws in certain

states, including Illinois, have stipulated certain minimum populations for

districts organizing junior colleges. Populations of districts themselves

arc not available for this inquiry. Instead, the population of municipalities

of location have been used. Because Illinois has many township and community

high-school districts, tho populations of tho municipalities arc more often

than not smaller, sometimes much smaller, than the populations of tho districts.

However, because the information concerning these populations will add some-

thing to an understanding of the problem of where to establish junior colleges,

they are presented. Table 11 carries the distributions for each of the three

groups of districts and of all the 119 districts identified as possible places

for establishing junior colleges. It should be stated that for certain dis-

tricts providing high schools for more than a single important municipality

and indicating this fact in tho name of the district, tho population tabu-

lated is tho sum of the populations of those municipalities.

As is to be anticipated, tho populations for Group I tend to be

larger than for Group II and those for Group II larger than for Group III.

This tendency is reflected in the medians at the foot of the table, which are,

respectively, 34,425, 12,371, and 5,474. At the same time, there is much

overlapping of the distributions: even the distributions for Groups I and III

overlap to some extent. The median population for all the municipalities

represented is 9,352, while the full range is from 2,073 to the three million

and more in the Chicago district.

Geographic distribution of the districts . - A vital concern in pro-

jecting a plan for junior colleges in a state must be how widely and well these

institutions are distributed, to the end that they may serve best, through their

accessibility, the youth of the state. A check of the 119 districts here being
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TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION BY SIZE OF THE POPULATION IN 1940 OF THE CHIEF

MUNICIPALITIES INCLUDED IN THE DISTRICTS LITH HIGH-

SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF 400 OR MORE

POPULATION
IN 1940

GROUP

I II III All

2,000- 2,999 3 3

3,000- 3,999 9 9

4,000- 4,999 1 5 6

5,000- 5,999 10 10

6,000- 6,999 2 7 9

7,000- 7,999 5 5 10

8,000- 8,999 0 5 8

9,000- 9,999 1 7 1 9

10,000-11,999 1 3 1 5

12,000-13,999 1 4 5

14,000-15,999 1 4 1 6

16,000-17,999 1 4 5

18,000-19,999 4 4

20,000-24,999 4 4 8

25,000-29,999 2 1 3

30,000-54,999 4 4

35,000-39,999 1 1

40,000-49,999 3 2 5

50,000-59,999 1 1

60,000-79,999 5 5

80,000-99,999 1 1

100,000 and over 2 2

Total

Median
population

28

34,425

44

12,371

47

5,474

119

9,352
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considered as possible locations for junior colleges finds that they would be

distributed to sixty of the 102 counties of the state and that forty-two

counties
,
because they had no high schools with as many as 400 pupils, would

be without junior colleges.

A more concrete impression of the distribution of junior colleges

that would be provided by establishing units in the districts identified is

afforded by the accompanying map of the state, which, among other things,

indicates the location of all the 119 districts maintaining high school with

enrollments of 400 or more pupils. These districts are indicated by differ-

ent symbols for each of the three sizes of projected junior-college enroll-

ments, small, medium, and large. Among impressions yielded by the map are

twro deserving special mention. One of these concerns the clustering of a

considerable number of units in and around Chicago. Such a clustering is to

bo expected from the concentration of population in this major metropolitan

area. The other impression is the rather widespread distribution of remain-

ing units to other areas of tho state. An actual count of the districts

identified for junior-college units in the metropolitan area, including Lake,

Cook and DuPage Counties, is 27, or fewer than a fourth of tho total of 119.

Tho remaining number, more than three- fourths of all, appear to be well

distributed over most of the state, although, as has already been reported,

a number of counties (also widely distributed) arc without districts with the

minimum of 400 high-school pupils.

Admission should be made at this point that application of the

criterion of a minimum of 400 high-school pupils in the districts included

in the investigation leaves out of account a number of other areas in which

establishment and maintenance of junior colleges ^vould be found feasible.

Reference is here made to areas including two or more contiguous or nearly

continguous high-school districts, in no one of which is there an enrollment

of as many as 400 pupils but which together may enroll far in excess of

this number. An instance of such an area might be one in which there arc

three high-school districts, in one of which thero is an enrollment of about

300; in another, 150; and in the third, 100 pupils. Roads and other facili-

ties for transportation might bo such as to make possible, for all persons

of appropriate ages, attendance at a junior college maintained in connection

with the largest school. Limitations of the present investigation have pre-

cluded the extensive inquiry that would be required to identify these areas

in tho state, but is certain that the inclusion of arrangements of this kind
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FIGURE 3.

MRP OF ILLINOIS SHOWING LOCATION OF 119 DISTRICTS WITH

PROJECTED JUNIOR-COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS AND OF PRESENT

JUNIOR COLLEGES AND OTHER HIGHER INSTITUTIONS

(See accompanying tube)
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cvmong those approved by a policy of encouraging the establishment of junior

colloges would spread the benefits of junior-college education to many more

communities and counties than would enjoy them under a policy that would ad-

here rigidly to some minimum, like 400 pupils, within a single district. To

achieve adequate popularization of this level of education in all districts

included in an area served by such a junior college, it would bo necessary to

institute arrangements by which the education is tuition free for youth

throughout the area, either through a program of state aid or through a plan

of payment of tuition by those districts in the area not maintaining the .

junior college, or both.

Location of existing opportunities for college work. - Persons ex-

amining the map referred to will doubtless note that it contains symbols

locating institutions in the state at present offering opportunities for

education at the college level. These symbols refer to puolic a.nd private

junior colleges, teachers' colleges, and colleges or universities. An in-

quiry of the sort here reported should take account of the present do clopment

of educational opportunities at this level, not only m junior colleges, but

also in higher institutions, and should consider the extent to which these

opportunities meet the needs inferred from this investigation. A count of

junior colleges was made in the first part of this report, but location of

those institutions was not carried further than to note how many units and

students wore in Chicago and how many in the state outside Chicago. Lo

reference has been mado until now to the higher institutions either as to

number or location. Examination of the map finds a large proportion of ex-

isting institutions concentrated in the metropolitan area in and around Chicago.

In fact, almost half the soventy-two instituions, not including the three

evening junior colleges in Chicago, are to be found in tha.t region. The dis-

tribution of tho remainder is scattered and not well distributed to serve

various sections of the state. Several of the institutions arc in communi-

ties with high-school enrollments too small to predict a minimum desirable

junior-college enrollment.

Systematic check of tho locations of existing institutions against

those of the projected junior colleges has resulted in tho compilation of

Tabic 12. Tho checking has been done group by group as well as for the whole

number of projected institutions. Tho comparison finds twenty of the twenty-

eight districts in Goup I with some existing institution offering college work.
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TABLE 12

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF THE THREE GROUPS OF DISTRICTS AND OF

ALL DISTRICTS UITH AND WITHOUT INSTITUTIONS OFFERING

COLLEGE WORK

WITH SOME INSTITUTION
OFFERING COLLEGE WORK

WITHOUT S0I4E INSTITUTION

OFFERING COLLEGE WORK
TOTAL
IN

GROUPGROUP NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

I 20 71.4 8 28.6 28

II 10 22.-7 34 77.3 44

III 6 12.8 41 87.2 47

All
groups 36 30.2 83 69.7 119
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Seven of these districts were already operating junior colleges during the

school year 1941-42, although one of these has been discontinued for 1942-43.

Coeducational colleges or universities arc in operation in ton of these dis-

tricts. The numbers and proportions of the districts in Groups I± and III

with somo institution offering college work arc much smaller, and the pro-

portions seem to doorcase with tho size of high-school enrollment. Y/hereas

about a fourth of Group I are without somo collegiate institution, tho pro-

portion in Group II is practically throe-fourths, and in Group III it is even

larger. Of the entire group of 119 districts having the largest high-school

enrollments in tho state, seven- tenths are without opportunities for college

v/ork, a proportion which warrants the conclusion that existing institutions,

judged as to location, are not adequate to servo the needs of youth in the

state.

In some respects the opinion that the presence of collcgos in

cortain of these districts displaces tho need for public junior colleges is

flattery to tho scope of service to tho youth of tho community tho ex: sting

collcgos arc rendering. This should be apparent without argument where the

institutions enroll students of one sex only or draw their students largely

or almost exclusively from a single religious denomination. It should be

more apparent when one recalls that these colleges make tuition charges

where the public junior colleges here contemplated would be tuition free.

The inadequacy of most private colleges to render tho service of the public

junior college emerges oven more prominently when one calls to mind the fact,

reviewed earlier in this report, that tho overwhelming majority of junior-

college students are terminal students in the sense that they do not continue

their formal education beyond junior— co liege years, and that for only <->.

minority would the preparatory programs almost universally offered in the

first two years of four-year colleges be suitable.

The problem of financial support of tho projected junior colleges.

-

It goes without saying that answer to the question of feasibility of establish-

ing junior colleges hinges in large part on financial feasibility. On this

account tho next stop in this inquiry has to do with considering the financial

problem of maintaining junior collcgos in the districts having high-school

enrollments of 400 or more. The districts here involved are the same ones

represented in the foregoing section of tho report dealing with the geographic

distribution of projected junior colleges . The grouping followed is the same

as there used.
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The types of evidence to be considered regarding the financial

problem are (l) the tax rates in 1940 for elementary and high schools in these

districts, to be referred to as the "present tax rates"; (2) the projected

total rates that would result from adding the cost of supporting the junior

colleges to the rates for elementary and high schools; (3) the increments m

the tax rates that v/ould be required to maintain the junior colleges; (4) the

percentage the increments would be of the present tax rates; and (5) the

assessed valuations per junior-college student. The evidence will be pre-

sented in tab lular distributions and as averages of the measures. As was done

in predicting junior-college enrollments in these districts, free public

junior-college education is assumed. Not because it is advocated, but because

the outcomes shed some light on what the policies of support should be, the

calculations have been made on the assumption that the districts will themselves

carry the full burden of supporting the junior colleges.

Before interpreting the five tables it is necessary to explain

certain details of the procedure followed in preparing them. The tax rates

represented are the combined educational and building rates for both elementary

and high schools in per cent, or dollars per hundred dollars, of the assessed

valuation for both elementary and high schools. Because most of the districts

maintaining high schools in Illinois are overlying districts, that is, separate

from districts maintaining elementary schools, it was necessary to follow some

plan that would put the rates in these "dual" systems on a basis comparable

with rates in the twelve-grade or "unit" districts. Comparability was

achieved by adding the high-school district rate to an elementary-district

rate. The particular procedure followed was to add the high-school rate to

the rate in tho elementary district having the largest elementary-school

enrollment within the high-school district. With a minority of exceptions,

this is tho elementary district in which the high school is located. The last

detail of procedure in preparing the tables requiring explanation is reduction

of tho rates in Table 13 for tho six districts already having junior colleges-

in 1940, by subtracting that portion of the rate estimated to have been used

for maintaining those units. This step in reduction took appropriate account

of the amount collected from students for tuition and used in supporting the

junior college*.

The avorago of the present tax rates for schools in all districts

represented in this inquiry, to be found at the foot of the last column m

Table 13, is 2.95 - not far from three dollars per 'hundred of assessed valuation.
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TABLE 13

DISTRIBUTIONS AND AVERAGES OF TAX RATES FOR SCHOOLS IN 1940 Ilf THREi

GROUPS OF DISTRICTS AND ALL DISTRICTS UITH HIGH-SCHOOL ENROLL-

MENTS OF 400 OR MORE

RATE UNIT
I

DUAL BOTH UNIT
II

DUAL BOTH UNIT
III

DUAL EOTH UNIT
TOT

DUAL
AL
ALL

(14) (14) (28) (15) (29) (44) (12) (35) (47) (41) (78) (119)

5.00-5.24 1 1 1 1

4.75-4.99 1 1
1

1 1

4.50-4.74 1 1 1 1 1

2 2

4.25-4.49 1 1 2 2 2
!

2 5 5

4.00-4.24 1 1 4 4 2 2 7 7

3.75-3.99 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 5 6

3.50-3.74 4 4 4 4 1 1 9 9

3.2 5-3.49 1 1 2 4 4 5 5 1 10 11

3.00-3.24 1 1 1 3 4 3 3 1 7 8

2.75-2.99 1 1 1 2 3 8 8 2 10 12

2.50-2.74 1 1 2 3 5 8 2 9 11 6 15 21

2.25-2.49 5 1 6 4 1 5 2 1 3 11 3 14

2.00-2.24 2 2 2 2 4 2 6 8 2 10

1.75-1.99 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 4

1.50-1.74 2 2 2 2 3 3 7 7

1.25-1.49 1 1 1 1

Average
rates 2.27

1

3.72 2.99 2.25 3.42
1

3.02 2.27 3.06

1

1

2.86— 2.26— 3.30 2.95

1 -

\
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Tho same thing may bo said for tho averages for all districts in each of the

throe groups, as they arc, respectively, for Groups I, II, and III, 2.99,

3.02, and 2*86. This is to say that the school tax rate, so far as those

districts with 400 or more high-school pupils arc concerned, is not greatly

influenced by size of high-school enrollment. However, further examination of

the averages in tho table shows that they are much larger in tho systems with

soparato elementary-school and high-school ("dual") districts than in "unit"

(twelve-grade) districts, although the differential tends to decrease from

Group I to Group III<, The reason for the difference between unit and dual

districts is not the concern of this report, but it may be stated in passing

that it reflects a difference in legal tax limits for the two types of organiza-

tion which operate to restrict the levies in unit more often than in dual

systems. Also, it is contended by some authorities that, because of duplica-

tion, costs of administration are higher in dual than in unit systems. For

purposes hero tho fact of greatest significance in tho table is to be found in

the wide variation in rates noted in the distributions. For the entire group

of districts this range was through the full spread of the classifications in

the table, while the range between the individual lowest and highest rates

(not reproduced in the table) was 1.35 to 5.12, representing a difference of

3.77. Another way of expressing the spread is to say that tho highest rate

just cited is almost four times as large as tho lowest rate. The range is

fully as wide for all districts included in Group II and almost as wide in the

other two groups. The range is not so wide in unit as in dual systems- a

difference explained by the legal limitations on the tax levy already mentioned.

The significance of such wddo ranges of rates resides in tho much greater bur-

den for the support of schools below tho junior-college level being carried in

seme districts than in others, and the discouragement the high rates must

offer to any proposal to a.dd to the burden by establishing and maintaining

junior-college work.

The next three tables undertake to measure the effect on the present

rates of adding the cost of maintaining junior colleges in tha same districts.

In projecting the cost of these junior colleges an average cost per student

per year was assumed, this avcra.go multiplied by the number of junior-college

students previously predicted, and the resulting product used in computing

(a) the addition to the present rate, and (b ) the total rate inclusive of

this addition to tho present rate. The average cost figure per student per

year used in tho computations was s)200, which is not far from an appropriate
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amount to cover teaching, administration, supplies, operation, and maintenance

of plant, and even depreciation of plant. Some authorities have placed a

desirable average cost as high as $250. On the other hand, evidence on costs

for the junior colleges in Chicago puts the figure in these units at a figure

well under $200, the relatively low cost being explained by the large enroll-

ments and the plan of large-class instruction in use in these units.

The distributions and averages of the projected total rates result-

ing from the procedure outlined are to be found in Table 14. The immediate

impression derived from a comparison of this table with Table 13 is one of a

marked advance in rates. This impression is supported by comparison of the

averages at the foot of these tables and of the ranges of the rates. The

averages are much higher in Table 14 than in Table 13. The range from the

lowest to the highest individual districts in the whole group is from 1.71 to

7.59. Thus, the highest rate would be more than four times the lowest. The

ranges in Table 14 are wide also for each of the throe groups, although, as

found in Table 13, they are not so wide for unit systems as for dual systems.

A considerable proportion of the rates in Table 14 are -without question ex-

ceedingly high.

Tho effect of adding the cost of maintaining junior colleges on the

present tax rate for schools is made somewhat more apparent by the distributions

and averages in Tables 15 and 16. The former of these tables presents evidence

concerning the increment of the rates that might be expected to be brought

by maintaining junior-college programs in those districts. The average in-

crement in all the districts, to be seen at the foot of the last column, is

.86. Some appreciation of the magnitude of this increment may be obtained

by calling to mind that the maximum educational rate permitted in the unit

districts without referendum is 1,00. The distributions indicate that many of

the increments, especially in Groups II and III, would themselves exceed this

maximum educational rate.

The distributions and averages of the percentages which these in-

crements are of the present school tax rates arc to bo found in Table 16.

Tho averago percentage of increment for the whole group of 119 districts has

been computed at 29.6. The average for Group I, including the districts with

the largest high-school enrollments, is 21,6 percent, and for Groups II and

III it is considerably higher, approaching a third of the present rate. The

percentages of increments also range widely, tho lowest individual increment

being 1.46 percent and tho highest 61.73 percent. A large proportion of tho
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TABLE 14

i

DISTRIBUTIONS AND AVERAGES OF PROJECTED TOTAL TAX RATES FOR SCHOOLS TO

INCLUDE MAINTENANCE OF JUNIOR COLLEGES IN THREE GROUPS OF DIS-

TRICTS AND ALL DISTRICTS VilTH HIGH-SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF

400 OR MORE
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TABLE 15

DISTRIBUTIONS AND AVERAGES OF INCREMENTS OF TAX RATES FOR SCHOOLS FOR

MAINTENANCE OF JUNIOR COLLEGES IN THREE GROUPS OF DISTRICTS AND

ALL DISIRICTS WITH HIGH*SCHQOL ENROLLMENTS OF 400 OR MORE
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TABLE 16

DISTRIBUTIONS AND AVERAGES OF PERCENTAGES OF INCREMENTS OF TAX RATES

FOR SCHOOLS FOR MAINTENANCE OF JUNIOR COLLEGES IN THREE GROUPS

OF DISTRICTS AND ALL DISTRICTS HITH HIGH-SCHOOL ENROLL-

MENTS OF 400 OR MORE
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percentages are so large as make maintenance of junior-college work prohibitive.

The last of this set of tables (Tablo 17) differs from the others by

giving some indication of the ability of the districts to maintain junior

colloges rather than of the burden that would bo imposed by maintaining them.

It prosents the distributions and averages of assessed valuations per junior-

college student in the 119 districts previously identified. The assossed

valuation per student was derived by dividing the total assessed valuation of

the district by the projected number of junior-college students. The average

for all districts represented, as soon at the foot of the la.st column in the

table, is $29,000. The averages are larger for districts in Group I than in

Groups II and III, for which they do not differ notably. The ranges of

assessed valuations per student arc exceedingly wide. For the whole group of

119 districts the range from lowest to highest is from $7,883 to $413,915.

Thus, the ability to maintain junior colleges in these districts, as indicated

by these variations, differs widely. To the extent that assessed valuations

are indicative of ability, the large proportions of districts in the lower

portions of this table suggest that many districts in Illinois with enough

students to justify establishing junior colleges would experience real diffi-

culty in supporting them, even if current legal restrictions on levies for

school purposes could be disregarded. Certainly many could not support junior

colleges without withdrawing necessary support from elementary and high schools.

The general conclusion from this evidence on the financial problem

is that large proportions of the districts would not find it feasible to

support junior colleges in additions to the present educational programs.

This conclusion must provide a large part of the explanation of the slow

growth in number of local public junior colleges in the state, particularly

outside Chicago. Some generous policy in state aid for public junior colleges

must be put in operation before they may bo expected to manifest a more rapid

development.
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TABLE 17

DISTRIBUTIONS AND AVERAGES OF ASSESSED VALUATIONS PER JUNIOR-COLLEGE

STUDENT IN THREE GROUPS OF DISTRICTS AND ALL DISTRICTS E'lTH

HIGH-SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS OF 400 OR MORE

VALUATION
PER JUNIOR-
COLLEGE
STUDENT

I

UNIT DUAL BOTH UNIT
II

DUAL

- *
i

BOTH UNIT
III

DUAL
!

BOTH UNIT
TOTAL

DUAL ALL

(14) (I4)j (28)

i

(15) (29) (44) (12) (35) (47) (41) (78)
i

(119)

i— oo ooo 1

"1

2
1and over IV 1 IV 1 1 2

95,000-99,000
190,000-94,999 1 1 1

85,000-89.999
80,000-84,999 1 1 1 1

75,000-79,999
70,000-74,999
65,000-69,999
60,000-64,999
55,000-59,999 2 2 1 1 3 3

50,000-54,999 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

45,000-49,999 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 3

40,000-44,999 2 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 5

35,000-39,999 3 1 4 2 3 5 1 2 3 6 . 6 12

30,000-34,999 3 2 5 2 3 5 1 3 4 6 8 14

25,000-29,999 4 3 7 3 3 6 2 4 6 9 10 19

20,000-24,999 4 4 1
CO 6 2 11 13 3 20 23

15,000-19,999 4 8 12 5 7 12 9 15 24

10,000-14,999 1 3 4 1 1 1 4 5

5,000- 9,999 2 2 3 3

I—
5 5

Averages in
thousands
of dollars 62,3 33.6 47.9 30.9

1

25.3

!

!

!

2 7 * 2 25.5

l

28.4

1

1

127.6 40.0

i

28.2

|

29.0

!

v Chicago

2
V Dupo
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Control of Junior Colleges in Illinois and in the

United States

The junior-college law. - Control of the junior college in Illinois

at the state, as distinguished from the local, level will bo explained by (l)

digesting the law dealing with establishing and maintaining junior colleges,

and (2) describing the regulation of those institutions as exercised by the

University of Illinois and by the Office of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction

quire little space because of the brevity of the lav;. Authority to manage

and provide for the maintenance'’ of junior-coil oge work in Chicago is gi/en in

the portion of the school code governing boards of education in cities of

500,000 and over. The passage of this lav; antedates passage of the law apply-

ing to other districts. The law for smaller districts was not passed until

1937, although, as reported in the first section of this report, public junior

colleges were in existence in the state long before that date. The l^w of

tricts with populations of 25,000 to 200,000 and of 10,000 to 25,000. It Is

clear from this grouping that the legislation does not contemplate the

establishment of public junior colleges in districts with populations of less

than 10,000. The chief difference between the law as it applies to the two

groups of districts is that the boards of education in larger districts

(with populations of 25,000 to 200,000) arc directly empowered, "after seek-

ing the advice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction," to "establish,

manage, and provide for the maintenance of " a junior college, whereas the

boards in the smaller districts (with populations of 10,000 to 25,000) must,

before establishing a junior college, submit, "after seeking the advice of

the Superintendent of Public Instruction," a proposition to the legal voters

of the district. In those smaller districts, a majority of the legal voters

voting on the proposition is required to authorize the board to "establish,

manage, and provide for the maintenance" of a junior college. In further

explanation of the law it may be said that the districts in which boards have

the authority described are thos "maintaining and offering a four-year high-

school course of study"; the intent of the law seems to be to have such junior

colleges as arc established under it a part of the secondary-school system.

It may be mentioned in passing that tho law contains also a provision validating

junior colleges established and operating prior to the effective date of the law.

Digest of legal provision for junior colleges in the state will re-

procedures in establishing junior colleges in dis-
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Accreditation of junior colleges by the University of Illinois. -

It was to bo oxptoctcd that when junior colleges were first established the

authorities in charge v/ould sock accredited relationships to higher institutions,

that would assure admission of graduates and others who had had work in the

junior colleges and advanced standing for them in higher institutions for that

work. A frequent practice is for the junior college to effect this relation-

ship with the state university in the state in which it is located, a. relation-

ship which assuros admission and transfer of credits to all or most other

higher institutions within the state and usually also to higher institutions

in other states. Such an arrangement has been in operation for many years in

Illinois. The particular agency in the University of Illinois that has been

responsible for accreditation of junior colleges is the University Committee-

on Admissions from Higher Insitutions, which is a standing committee of the

University Senate. The Registrar of the University is secretary of this

committee. Details of the procedure in accreditation of a junior college in-

clude the supplying of information concerning the institution on a form, a

visit or visits of inspection to the institution by subject-matter specialists

and others, and the preparation of a report including a recommendation con-

cerning accreditation. This investigation of the junior-collcgo situation in

Illinois included a conference with G. P. Tuttle, Registrar at the University

of Illinois, in his office. Mr. Tuttle supplied a copy of the printed standards

applied in accrediting of junior colleges, permitted access to reports made

on junior colleges recently placed on the list of accredited institutions,

and answered questions concerning policies and detailed procedures in ac-

creditation. His office also subsequently evaluated ten sample transcripts

of record for graduates of eacrhiof twoJTilinoi-s junior colleges. From these

sources of information the following observations seem justified:

1. The inspection of junior colleges is carefully c„nd conscientiously

carried on. Within the period of two years prior to the conference visits had

been made to four now junior colleges, namely, the three day-time institutions

maintained by the Chicago school system and the one in Ccntralia. In connection

with reports on the Chicago junior colleges, it was notod that eight members

of the University staff spent three days visiting those institutions,

2, In appraising instruction chief, although not exclusive, attention

is given to v/hat may be referred to as preparatory, as distinguished from

terminal courses. The reports of visitors speak in commendation of courses as

being the cquivalont of courses in the same subjects at the University of Illinois.
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Much less frequently is anything said about courses planned chiefly for their

terminal values, although one visitor to the Chicago junior colleges reported

that the "non-credit vocational courses serve a real need for certain

groups of students."

This chief concern with preparatory courses was found to be in harmony

with the evaluation in the Registrar’s office of ten sample transcripts for each

of two junior colleges. The program of one of the junior colleges represented.

Junior College A in Table 18, has been an almost exclusively preparatory one,

while in the other. Junior College B, there has been considerable effort to

develop terminal vocational as well as general, or "survey" courses. The evidence

of the table indicates that the only instances of non-acceptance of credit for

courses listed for graduates of Junior College A are for courses in excess of

the sixty-six semester hours accepted by the University for junior-college

graduates. Five of the transcripts showed such excesses. On the transcripts

for graduates of Junior College B there were no such excesses, the reasons for

non-acceptance being marks of "D" for survey courses taken and vocational courses.

Marks of "D" for non-survey academic courses vrere indicated for acceptance in

both junior colleges. The vocational courses listed in the transcripts were

largely, if not exclusively, in the commercial field, as this is the occupational

field at the time most extonsively recognized in Junior College B. The range

in amount of vocational credit disallowed for the sample of graduates of this

junior college ranged from none to thirteen semester hours. It happens that

the particular graduate with the maximum disallowance just reported would also

have been denied credit for twelve semester hours in survey courses for which

her marks were "D". The total disallowance would have left her thirty-five of

the sixty semester hours of credit accepted for graduation from the junior

college.

This observation on the concentration of attention on courses accept-

able for transfer is not made to disparage disallowance for terminal vocational

I

courses, even though evidence is accumulating that the particular pattern of

subjects pursued in preparatory programs is a relatively unimportant basis of

prediction of success after transfer. It is made chiefly to indicate the pre-

occupation of the University with the preparatory service of the junior college,

a preoccupation to be oxpoctcd in view of the junior college as a source of

University students but one which at the seme time is in conflict with the fact

already established that only a small minority of junior-college students transfer

to higher 1 .institutions.
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TABLE 18

AVERAGE TOTAL NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS OH TRANSCRIPTS OF RECORD FOR

TEN GRADUATES OF EACH OF TEO JUNIOR COLLEGES, THE AVERAGE SEMES-

TER HOURS OF CREDIT NOT ACCEPTED AND THE AVERAGE TOTAL SE-

MESTER HOURS OF CREDIT AIL OKED BY 'HIE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

TOTAL SEMES- CREDIT NOT ACCEPTED
JUNIOR
COLLEGE

TER HOURS OF
CREDIT ON
TRANSCRIPTS

MARKS
OF "D”

VOCATIONAL
COURSES

•EXCESS OF

66 SEMES-
TER HOURS TOTAL

TOTAL
CREDIT
ALLOWED

-
!

A 65.5 - - 1.7 1.7 63.8

B 62.0 4.8 5.2 - 10.0 52.0
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3. The emphasis in accreditation is on the separation of the junior

college from the high school. This may be illustrated by quotation from the

standards, which say, under the heading of "Physical Plant.," "The segregation

of the junior-college students is desirable. Separate quarters should be set

aside on a distinct floor or in a distinct wing or in a separate building, in

which should be housed the study-rooms for junior-college students, a separate

junior college library, and separate junior-college laboratories#" Again,

under "Administrative Organization, " the standards say, "There should be a

separate administrative organization of the junior-college work, with a dean

in charge." In this connection, it should be kept in mind that the lav/

authorizing junior colleges specifies that only districts maintaining four

years of high-school work shall establish them. Evidence concerning the de-

sirability of separation of junior colleges from high schools has never been

presented, although considerable evidence is at hand to support close articu-

lation of high school and junior colleges.

4. It does not appear that the University has taken steps to formu-

late a policy of encouraging the development of a system of junior colleges

for the state or to inquire into the desirability of such a system. The

policy seems merely to provide for visits to pass judgment on the acceptability

of transfers from such junior colleges as are established and maintained.

Investigation to date of junior colleges, except for the visits for inspection,

has been limited to the success of junior-college students after transfer to

the University. The nearest approach to discussion of policy in the matter of

encouraging establishment of junior colleges encountered in this investigation

is the following statement in the report of visits to the recently established

junior college at Ccntralia: "They (the visitors) are all agreed that this

is a logical place for a junior college and that the district there is able

to support a strong junior college."

Recognition of junior col legcs by the State Department of Public

Instruction. - Relationships of the State Department of Public Instruction,

looking to regulation or control of junior colleges, have extended over a

much shorter span of years than those of the University. Some relationship

to public junior colleges may be inferred from the requirement in the junior-

college law previously referred to, that boards of education may take steps

toward establishing junior colleges "after seeking the advice of the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction." The following observation concerning tho

relationships being worked out are based on conference with tho deputy r
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superintendent in charge of official visitation of junior colleges, examination

of the "Conditions for the Recognition of Public Junior Colleges of the State

of Illinois," the form of report required to be filled out by administrative

officers, and the reports of official visits to junior colleges.

1. The reports from th^ visits emphasize the desirability of

broadening the programs so as to include both terminal and preparatory offer-

ings. This broader service of the junior college scorns to be implicit in the

use of the term "recognition" instead of "accreditation".

2. Control by the State Department of Public Instruction scorns to

encourage rather than discourage close association of high school and junior

college. Evidence in support of this observation are certain kinds of in-

formation called for in the reports by administrative officers, such as the

enrollment in each high-school grade as well as in junior-college years, the

inquiry in these forms as to whether or not classrooms are used jointly, and,

more especially, the commendation in the reports following visits to certain

institutions for "utilization of the plant for the entire school system,"

which includes both high school and junior college.

3. The Office of the State Superintendent has outlined, no program

of development of a system of junior colleges which it fosters. It has, in

at least one instance, advised against the establishment of a junior college

on the ground of a lack of adequate resources, and in this instance the junior

college was abandoned after having been maintained for a short period. A

beginning has also been made of an inquiry into financial feasibility of

establishing junior colleges in the larger high-school districts of the state.

Comparison of the control of junior colleges as exorcised by the

University and by the State Department suggests that, even with a much shorter

period of experience in the latter agency, it already places greater stress on

the broader curriculum service required and on the functional relationships of

high school and junior college. At the same time, it should be admitted that

the University, through the presence on its staff of numerous subject specialists,

is in a somewhat better position at present to render judgment on instructional

matters in the more academic areas. In other areas, especially in terminal

occupational education, the advantage is not apparent. Also, to the disadvantage

of the State Department it may be said that its possibilities of control to

date extend only to public junior colleges.

Junior-college laws and requirements f or accredi tation in the United

States. - (a) Laws. It should assist in understanding the nature of the legal
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and other control of junior colleges in Illinois to follow the foregoing

description by generalization from an analysis of laws pertaining to junior

colleges and requirements for accredited junior colleges in the country as a

who 1 o

.

Laws pertaining to local public junior colleges have been passed

in twenty states. Among chief generalizations from a detailed analysis of

these la ws are the foil owing

:

1. The great majority of the laws provide for unification of the

junior college with the local school -district, as is done in Illinois. In only

a fev/ states is it possible to sot up separate junior-college districts. The

legislation seems to as sumo junior-college education to be a part of the

basic school system and the intent seems to bo to encourage and assure close

articulation of the junior college with schools below*

2c While a majority of the laws arc not specific as to the nature

of the curriculum except to say that it should be "in advance of" or "beyond"

the four-year high-school course, a strong minority specify both preparatory

and vocational education. Vocational education is recognized more often in

more recent than in the older legislation.

3. Many of the laws specify the minimum population or high-school

enrollment in which establishment of junior colleges is permissible* These

minima differ widely. Most frequent population minima for districts or cities

are 5,000 and 10,000. There has been some tendency in recent laws for minima

to be lowered.

Procedure in establishing junior colleges more often than otherwise

includes petition by voters in the district, approval by some state agency

(cither the state superintendent or a state board), and a favorable majority

of legal voters.

5. 'State aid for junior colleges is not yet provided for in a

majority of states that have laws concerning junior colleges but the trend of

recent laws is unquestionably in this direction.

As has boon stated, these arc generalizations from 1aws pertaining

to local public junior colleges. They are not derived from an analysis of

laws relating to what may be termed "state" junior colleges v/hich arc operated

more directly under state as contrasted with local auspices. The laws per-

taining to state institutions are moro often than otherwise special legislation.
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since they typically deal with particular institutions in specific locations.

It is net out of place to report that state junior colleges as a group have

developed slowly. The number now scarcely exceeds thirty-five in all states,

whereas, by contrast, the number of local public junior colleges is now far in

excess of 200. The reason for this slow development of state junior colleges

is not apparent in the laws. An important reason for not encouraging their

establishment may well be that they must usually stand alone as separate two-

year institutions without close tie-up with the high-school education belov/,

with which junior-college work is assumed to have much in common.

(b )
Accreditation requ irements . - Recent formulations of require-

ments for the accreditation, or recognition, of junior colleges in twenty-eight

states were analyzed and the following generalizations arc among those derived

from the analysis. The formulations of standards quite properly deal with

many more details of operation than do the laws. However
,

only those standards

that seem most significant for state policy in control of junior colleges

arc represented in the following statements. In preparing these statements,

recent formulations of standards wore compared with analyses of earlier

formulations, and the statements reflect the more important trends in standards.

1. Most formulations make no mention of relationships with associated

high schools. Several admit in one way or another the inevitability of at

least close cooperation. On the other hand, only throe current formulations

show what nay bo considered strong concern for separation of the two units.

These facts represent a notable shift in attitude in recent years, as earlier

formulations frequently stressed the desirability of separation of junior

colleges from high schools.

2. A large minority of formulations now urge or admit the desire

ability of offering terminal, or vocational, as well as transfer, or preparatory

curriculums. In earlier formulations emphasis was almost solely on preparatory

programs. Here is represented a highly significant shift in policy of control.

3. The minimum enrollments approved for junior colleges are small.

The minima range from forty students in two strtes, through fifty in six states,

to sixty in eight states. No state formulation including stipulation of

minimum enrollment exceeds 100 students. These minima are all smaller than

the minimum accepted in earlier portions of this report, and it may be contended

that they do not take sufficient account of costs per student per year, which

run high with small enrollments, nor the breadth of the offering to include both

terminal and preparatory work
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4. Tho str.ndo.rds make nuch of the minimum incorac for current

exponso and often indicate this minimum as ’’exclusive of student fees." The

minima range fron $5,000 to $35,000. Most of tho requirements are set up to

prevent maintenance of junior colleges largely or solely from charges for

tuition.

5. The accrediting agencies in the twenty-eight states represented

by the formulations analyzed are, in the order of frequency: state boards, 14;

state departments of education, 9; state universities, 3; other agencies, 2.

State boards and state departments far outnumber state universities, while,

at the sane time, state boards outnumber state departments. This represents

a marked shift fron earlier procedures in accreditation, in which the state

university was much more frequently the agency in control. This trend appears

to have followed a similar trend in the control of high schools, which was

formerly in the hands of state universities but has during a half century

become very largely the concern of state departments of education. The trend

is clearly in harmony with the widening function of both high schools and

junior collogcs, which arc emphasizing preparatory services but which in-

creasingly are recognizing also tho education of youth who terminate their

formal education in high-school or junior-college years. Also, the articu-

lation of junior college and high school would seem to be favored in those

states in which both units arc under the control of the same agency.

Elements of a desirable Junior-College Policy for Illinois

From the foregoing evidence and discussion of the status and growth

of junior colleges in the state, consideration of the financial problem of

maintaining them, and description of and comment on practices in controlling

their establishment and maintenance in Illinois and other states certain

implications emerge. These implications may bo regarded as elements in a

desirable state policy of control of junior colleges. Following arc brief

formulations of these elements

„

To The State should encourage, not merely permit, the establishment

and maintenance of a system of local publi c junior c olleges „ - The present

policy of permission finds the present development of public junior colleges

l&gSinC behind that in the country generally, particularly in tho enrollment

of students in the state outside Chicago, and the lack has not boon offset

by private junior colleges.

2. The policy of encouragement should bo ext ended to districts or

areas in which a minimum junior-college enrollment of about 1 50 stu dents may
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be expected. - YJith conditions of school attendance a 6 they hove been until

recently, this would cell for districts with high-schobl enrollments of 400 or

more in municipalities with populations of about 5,000 or mere. Such a policy

would secure a commendable, even if not fully adequate, geographic distribution

of junior colleges in the state. The minimum population of 10,000 in the

junior-collcgo lav/ in force is too high. Adequacy of geographic distribution

would be more nearly approached if, at the discretion of the state agency in

control and after special inquiry into feasibility, junior colleges might be

authorized in areas including two or more contiguous or nearly contiguous

districts maintaining high schools, in no one of which there is an enrollment

of as many as 400 pupils but which together enroll as many or more than this

numb or

.

3. The minimum high-s choo l enrol Ire-,nts and populations recommended

assume public junior colleges in which tuition is free. - To make a tuition

charge is to restrict the proportion of youth who will attend and thereby in-

crease the size of high-school enrollment and the population that will assuro

the desirable minimum junior-college enrollment. However , the most important

consideration supporting a policy of fr^c tuition is tha.t the junior college

is increasingly accepted as a part of our basic school system, just ^ s the

cl emontary- school and high-school levels are now so accepted.

4. A policy of proper encouragement of public junior colleges in

Illinois would call for a goncrcus program of state rid for this expansion of

school services. - This element of the policy is well supported by evidence

on present high tax rates for schools and low assessed valuations for pro-

jected junior-college students in many districts. In such districts it would

bo impossible to maintain junior colleges without withdrawing support needed

fer the maintenance of the lower schools. Present high rates and low valu-

ations go far to explain the slow development of junior colleges in the state

outside Chicago.

5. The control of public junior colleges should foster development

of terminal programs rather than encourage the offering only of preparatory

programs. - A minority only of junior-college students continue their formal

education boyong the junior college and the needs of the groat majority would

be best served by programs of terminal general and terminal occupational

education.

6. The state should c ontinue the policy of encouraging close articu -

lation of junior college with high school implied in the requirement of the
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the present law that districts establishing junior colleges be already main-

taining high-school courses. The main reason for not joining the minority cf

states permitting the establishment of junior colleges in separate junior-

college districts
,

or providing for the establishment of state junior

collegos, is the impossibility in such junior colleges of maintaining close

articulation with high-school work below. Much to be preferred to the

establishment of separate junior-college districts would be the encouragement

of consolidation of districts maintaining high schools in order to provide

the desirable minimum high- school enrollment or population. A state that has

already set up a district system that discourages close articulation cf

elementary- school and high-school education should surely not institute a

policy that will present further obstacles to a vertically integrated school

system.

7. The agency of control of junior colleges should be the Office

of the Superintendent of Public Instruction or, preferably, a State Beard of

Education. - The trend in other states has been away from the state universi-

ties as agencies of control with their natural prooccupoticn with preparatory

courses and toward state departments and, even mere, toward state boards of

education. This trend was preceded by a similar one for the control of the

high schools below, and both trends are in harmony with the broadening scope

of function of both high school and junior college which are increasingly

serving tho non-preparatory students. The joining of theso trends to put

the same agency in control of both levels of education should make for better

vertical articulation of programs in the schools.
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